
Gallery location:  Wyndom House,  1821 Pakowhai Road,  R.D. 3,  Napier   4183 

Fridays:  10am - 4pm   (or  By Appointment) 
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Prices Subject To Change Without Notification 
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~ 
In last months newsletter it was advised that a blog-type page had been added to the website.  I made an error 

with directions of how to locate the page.  There are two options - either from the Home Page by clicking on The 

Barberry Blog (written in red) or by going directly to the page (this is the now the correction) - 

www.barberryrow.com/blog/blog.html.  A few more postings since that last newsletter - Mothers Day in Blog #5 

and news of my puppy and my latest stitching projects in Blog #6.  As for Facebook - well, I’ve done it - but I’m still 

struggling with how this works.  My poor granddaughter (my tutor) is almost in despair!  However, if you would like 

to become a “friend” -  Sherelyn Whiteman - please send me a request. 

Designs:  Sadly, Judy of JBW Designs was not able to be at the Nashville Trade Show this year due to it being 

held a couple of weeks later than usual.  Judy had previously made other arrangements for this time of year (not 

knowing that TNNA would change their usual dates) and therefore was committed to these.  She was so 

disappointed, as she had not missed a show for 18 years!  However, her new designs were on display and these 

are - 

JBW 271 -  Alphabet Hearts:  The third design in her new Stitch-A-Long series.  As its title suggests - alphabet 

letters and hearts of all different styles and sizes, all worked in varying shades of rose pink and greens.     $18.50 

JBW 272  -  Alphabet Cats:  Two little cats - a momma and a kitty, each shape being creted by Judy’s clever use 

of letters of the alphabet.  Finish as hanging ornaments as per the models with silver pussy cat charms hanging 

from the bottom of each or frame the pieces.     $10.00 

JBW 273  -  French Alphabet Sampler:  an adaptation of a beautiful old French sampler owned by Judy.  Apart 

from the design shown, there are charts for several alphabet styles and a history of the piece is included in the 

chart pack. 

Boxes: Back in July 2011, acquired for purchase in the Gallery were lovely boxes in various sizes 

and designs that could be used for storing all sorts of things such as those necessary, but annoying, 

TV & DVD remote controls - out of sight.  These boxes look wonderful sitting on one’s coffee table 

or amongst the books on a bookshelf, as the boxes are designed to look like books, but I found 

another wonderful use for them - that is, for my latest needlework project.  And I still use them 

today!  Inside the largest of the boxes I have placed the smallest of the boxes, into which I have 

placed all my threads, etc.  This works wonderfully - even when I attended my latest stitching 

workshop.  So light and easy to carry in ones arms (although one has to remember that it is not able 

to be “closed shut”).  However, the boxes are not suitable for large projects, as they are not big 

enough.  But, the boxes look wonderful sitting beside ones stitching chair!!  The latest set I have 
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May is always a memorable month for me and this year of 2013 is a very special and memorable month, as on 

the 30th of May it was twenty five (25) years since the beginnings of a significant event in my life.  After seventeen 

(17) years of being a stay-at-home mum, Keith and I purchased and received the 

keys to a shop - and I became a retailer (!), changing the products and emphasis 

of the existing business to one that suited myself and I changed the name of the 

business to Expressions. The signage was in the shape of a gift tag which 

reflected to me the lovely, gentle and important things of life - gifts to give and 

beautiful cards to express ones love and sentiments for any and every occasion 

(congratulations, sympathy, thanks, etc.) 

Note:  As we were living in the South Island at this time, this little shop was in Mosgiel - a small town with a 

population of about 10,000 situated about 15 minutes drive south of Dunedin. 

To read more, go to my blog  …..   www.barberryrow.com/blog/blog.7.html 

And now to what is new at the Gallery. 

Threads:  Several additional gently overdyed colours have been added 

to The Gentle Art’s range of cotton threads in the Sampler Threads and 

Simply Shaker Sampler Threads. 

These new colours are - 

SAM 05 0114  -  Silver Fern: The palest sea green 

SAM 05 0116 -  Old Covered Bridge:  A very muddy green with brown 

SAM 05 0511  -  Country Redwood:  Rusty red browns 

SAM 05 0940  -  Island Blue:  Deep aqua blue & deep teal green  

SAM 05 0950  -  Mediterranean Seas:  Deep aqua blue & midnight blue 

SAM 05 7097  -  Pecan Pie:  Dark and medium browns 

All Sampler Threads and Simply Shaker Sampler Threads:  

$5.50  per skein  :  5 yards per skein 
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purchased are slightly larger in size than the previous sets - and, as sourced from a different supplier, prices have 

increased.  The sizes of these latest boxes are - 

 Box  A  -  12”  x  9.5”  x  2.5”  :  30cm  x  24cm  x  6.5cm $45.00  

 Box  B  -   9.5”  x  7”  x  2”  :  24cm  x  18cm  x  5cm $40.00 

 Box  C  -   7”  x  4.5”  x  1.25”  :  18cm  x  11.5cm  x  3cm $35.00 

Only one design available though -  butterflies. 

However, still do have in stock three of the older boxes.  The sizes and prices for these are - 

 Box A   -   12”  x  8.5“  x  2.5”  :  30cm  x  21.5cm  x  6.5cm $25.00 

 Box C   -   6.25”  x  4.25”  x  1.25”   :   16cm  x  11cm  x  3cm $16.50 

Accessories  ~  Beading & Cotton Fringing:  The beading fringing is wonderful for adding to the bottom of needleworked bags or little purses.  So too, the 

cotton fringing can be used for this purpose, but this is also excellent for making tassels.  Both finging types come on a cotton woven tape and may be 

purchased by the length required.   All beads are spaced 7mm apart on the woven tape but bead lengths from the tape vary.  
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BOX : 1991 

A French chateau & hanging bunches of grapes 

 

Available :  Box A  &  Box C  only 

~ 

BOX : Rose 

An old fashioned pale pink rose 

 

Available :  Box C  only 

 Note: 

These two designs 

are 

no longer 

available. 

 

BUT : FB 01 

Champagne / Clear 

6.4 cm 

BUT : FB 02 

Pale Green & Crystal 

6.4cm 

BUT : FB 03 

Dusky Pink 

6.4cm 

BUT : FB 13 

Assorted Blues 

6.4cm 

BUT : FB 15 

Black & Gold 

6 cm 

BUT : FB 35 

Pale Pink & Silver 

5.5cm 

BUT :  FRINGE 

White 

4.5cm 

All bead trims  ~  $29.50  per metre          :          Cotton fringing  ~  $6.00  per metre 

Note: 

For those of you 

who have visited 

the 

Needlework Gallery 

and our home,  

this is the style 

of bead trimming 

that has been used 

on all our drapes 

 Designs:  Two designs recently purchased at the Nashville Trade Show are from the 

design company, Cherished Stitches  At this moment in time it is not intended that 

these two designs will be purchased again - and so - first come, first served. 

CS:STRAW  -  Strawberries ‘n Cream:  A basket band, a scissors case and a needle 

book, each piece featuring strawberries.  The threads used in the original model are 

overdyed by The Gentle Art and Weeks Dye Works.    

CS:THEE  -  Stitched For Thee:    A dear little sampler styled piece to give to a friend or 

someone special.  The words on it read, This Work You See, Was Stitched For Thee.  
     

Both Designs:   $25.00  each 
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Designs:  Just prior to my leaving for the Trade Show at Nashville in February, reordered some of Giulia’s (“GPA” - Giulia Punti Antichi) most popular designs.  

These she brought with her to the States for me to collect - and, of course, she had the most beautiful of new designs at the show.  However, these new designs 

I will highlight in one of my next newsletters because, as yet, I have not priced them. 

Till then, thought you might like to see the latest photos of us at Nashville followed by photos of the reordered / most popular designs - 

 

 

 

 

At breakfast on the Monday morning -  Giulia & Mario  (Giulia’s husband) 

with myself 

and with Melissa  (my lovely daughter) 
If one has never done it, 

people tend to think 

that it is glamorous 

going to a Trade Show - 

but it’s really hard work! 

 

Looking at these photos 

we all look a bit jaded!! 

GPA:FLAPPER 

A Flapper Doll 

Pincushion 

GPA:ADAM 

Adam & Eve Etui 

GPA:BIRD 

Blue Bird Garden Pillow 

GPA:PEACOCK 

Assisi Peacock Sampler 

GPA:LOVE 

Everlasting Love Italian Purse 

GPA:LOVE 

Everlasting Love Italian Purse 

(The back & Inside of the Purse) 

Designs and their prices as featured on this page - 

 GPA:ADAM  -  Adam & Eve Etui   $32.50 

 GPA:BIRD  -  Blue Bird Garden Pillow  $22.50 

 GPA:FLAPPER  -  A Flapper Doll Pincushion $27.50 

 GPA:PEACOCK  -  Assisi Peacock Sampler $27.50 

 GPA:SET  -  3 Baskets Stitcher’s Sewing Set $37.50 

 GPA:LOVE  -  Everlasting Love Italian Purse $45.00  

GPA:SET 

3 Baskets Stitcher’s Sewing Set 

See next page for more GPA Designs 
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GPA designs and their prices as featured on this page - 

 GPA:I-PILLOW  -  Isotta’s Sampler Pillow    $26.00 

 GPA:I-BISC  -  Isotta’s Biscornu     $24.50 

 GPA:I-FOB  -  Isotta’s Strawberry Pincushion & Scissors Fob $26.00 

 GPA:I-BAG  -  Isotta’s Sweet Bag     $26.00 

 GPA:SOFIA  -  Queen Sofia’s Sewing Bag & Chatelaine  $44.00 

 GPA:XMAS  -  Christmas Sewing Set    $36.00 

 GPA:TUSCANY  -  My Tuscany: A Shaker Box in Italy  $42.50 

 GPA:SAM  -  A Sampler Doll Pincushion    $36.00 

 GPA:WOOD  -  Wood Stockings Collection : #1 Cottage  $10.00 

 GPA:SANTA  -  Santa’s Ride     $22.50 

 GPA:D8  -  D8 Sewing Purse & Set  :  Deruta by GPA  $39.50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GPA:I-PILLOW 

 

Isotta’s 

Sampler 

Pillow 

GPA:XMAS 

Christmas Sewing Set 

GPA:I-FOB 

Isotta’s Strawberry Pincushion & Scissors Fob 

See next page for more GPA Designs 

GPA:I-BAG 

Isotta’s Sweet Bag 
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GPA:I-BISC 

Isotta’s Biscornu 

GPA:SOFIA 

Queen Sofia’s Sewing Bag & Chatelaine 

GPA:SOFIA 

Queen Sofia’s Sewing Bag & Chatelaine 

(The Chatelaine Accessories included 

with the Sewing Bag design) 

GPA:TUSCANY 

My Tuscany: A Shaker Box 

In Italy 

GPA:SAM 

A Sampler Doll Pincushion 

GPA:WOOD 

Wood Stockings Collection 

#1  Cottage 

GPA:SANTA 

Santa’s Ride 

GPA:D8 

D8  Sewing Purse & Set 

“Deruta by GPA” 
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GPA:MARY 

Mary Queen of Scots Needle Casket 

GPA:MARY 

Mary Queen of Scots Needle Casket 

(Details of Front, Back &  End panels) 

GPA designs and their prices as featured on this page - 

 GPA:MARY  -  Mary Queen of Scots Needle Casket  $32.50   

 GPA:SEW  -  Old Italian Sewing Set   $29.50  GPA:ASSISI  -  Assisi Pincushion Doll  $36.00 

 GPA:REN  -  Italian Renaissance Sewing Box  $30.00  GPA:XDOLL  -  A Christmas Doll Pincushion $36.00 

 GPA:ANECK  -  Allison’s Native American Necklace  $20.00  GPA:BOUQUETS  -  Italian Bouquets  $30.00 

 GPA:APURSE - Allison’s Native American Purse & Access $24.50  GPA:QUAKER  -  Quaker Bird Sewing Set  $24.50 

 GPA:ALAYNE  -  2012 New Year Pincushion Doll  $42.50  GPA:BLUE  -  Blue Romance Sewing Set & Purse $36.00 

GPA:SEW 

Old Italian Sewing Set 

GPA:REN 

Italian Renaissance Sewing Box 

GPA:ANECK 

Allison’s Native American 

 Necklace 

GPA:APURSE 

Allison’s Native American 

 Purse & Accessories 

GPA:ALAYNE 

 

2012 

New Year 

Pincushion 

Doll 

 

(NOTE: 

Linen 

included 

with 

this 

design) 

GPA:ASSISI 

 

Assisi 

Pincushion 

Doll 

 

GPA:XDOLL 

A Christmas Doll Pincushion 

&  Thimble Purse 

GPA:BOUQUETS 

Italian Bouquets  ~  Stitcher’s Evening Bag 

GPA:QUAKER 

 

Quaker 

Bird 

Sewing 

Set 

 

GPA:BLUE 

Blue Romance Sewing Set & Purse 
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GPA:AHB 

Ann Hull’s Brooch 

GPA:AHP 

Ann Hull’s Purse 

GPA designs and their prices as featured on this page - 

 GPA:AHB  -  Ann Hull’s Brooch    $22.50  GPA:WED  -  Wedding Rings Pillow  $32.50 

 GPA:AHP  -  Ann Hull’s Purse    $31.50  GPA:ESP  -  English Sampler Pillow  $25.00 

 GPA:MOTHER  -  Mother’s Day Scissors Case & Fob $25.00  GPA:DUTCHSP  -  A Dutch Sewing Pillow  $36.50 

 GPA:KATY  -  Katy’s Sewing Purse   $36.00  GPA:DUTCHSS  -  A Dutch Sewing Set  $39.50 

 GPA:GOLD - Golden Flower Pillow   $25.00  As mentioned earlier, all new designs by Giulia will be featured  

 GPA:SSP  -  Spring 2007 Sampler and Pillow  $27.50               in another newsletter very soon.  As usual, they are beautiful! 

GPA:MOTHER 

Mother’s Day Scissors Case & Fob 

GPA:KATY 

Katy’s Sewing Purse 
GPA:GOLD 

Golden Flower Pillow 

GPA:DUTCH-SP 

A Dutch Sewing Pillow 

GPA:DUTCH-SS 

A Dutch Sewing Set 

Note: 

There are two 

stitched models 

of this brooch 

on display 

in the 

Gallery 

Both of these pieces 

are stitched with motifs 

from one of Giulia’s samplers 

in her private collection. 

Ann Hull stitched her beautiful sampler 

in England in the year 1836 

at the age of 11 years. 

GPA:SSP 

Spring 2007 Sampler & Pillow 

GPA:ESP 

English Sampler Pillow 
GPA:WED 

Wedding Rings Pillow 

Note: 

Stitched models 

of this lovely 

sewing pillow 

and the 

accompanying accessories 

are on display 

in the 

Gallery 

(although they have not be finished!) 



WHO:   A surprise at the moment          WHEN:   Friday,  14 March  2014          WHERE:   Napier           TIME:   9am  -  5pm  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

When available, would you please send details of A Day With A Designer to: 

 Name:   (please print)   ..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Address:  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

    …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

    ………………………………………………………… Postcode:   .………….………………………. 

 Email Address:  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 Phone:  (optional) ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Heirlooms   •   1821 Pakowhai Road   •   RD 3   •   Napier    4183  •   Phone & Fax:  +64  6  878  1260  •   Contact:  Sherelyn  

                   For Office Use   Date Received:   ………………………………….   Info Sent:   ………………………..………………. 

A well known and well loved American needlework designer and tutor is coming to stay at Heirlooms 

WHO:   A surprise at the moment          VENUE:   To be advised          WHERE:   Napier            

WHEN:   Friday,  14 March  2014          TIME:   9am  -  5pm 

Cost:   To be advised  * 

*  Cost will include:   Tuition fee,  kit fee,  morning & afternoon teas  and  lunch 

ATTENDEE NUMBERS STRICTLY LIMITED        

An EXCLUSIVE design ONLY avai lab le  to  at tendees  

Special Note:  By your attendance you agree to respect the designers Copyright on her design, stitch diagrams, all notes & instructions 

~ 

To register your interest (no obligation) and for details to be sent to you, 

please complete the following,  detach and send by mail to: 

Heirlooms  •  1821 Pakowhai Road   •   RD 3   •   Napier   4183 

Thank you.     Sherelyn 


